08 dodge sprinter

I have 2 sprinters. Both are 1 ton 3. I have same continuous problem with both van's. If you even
think about driving on gravel road and it's wet, brake wear sensor wires are broken, making
dash light come on. Every 35, almost to the mile, one of the carrier bearings there are two and
they are identical will go out. Finally found some brake pads that would wear longer than 25,
miles. Dealer only at first, bucks a set of pads. Now, torque converter is bad on both. One has
90, on it, the other , After doing some more checking, this seems to be a widespread problem.
This fix is over 2 thousand. I can't keep up. I did a lot of research before getting my 08 In the last
6 mths I have put 0ver 22k miles on the truck. No issues. If you use the turbo then mpg drop big
time. In traffic handling is great. It will tow at freeway speeds but that was my lowest 17 mpg.
The truck is quieter than other vans. Lay out of inst. Radio is ok. This van is a thinly disguised
Mercedes. You can get service at a Dodge dealer, same at Mercedes. Spare tire is located poorly
if you are handicapped. Be ready for dealers trying to get you to sell yours. Mine has options
like a front seats that allows standing and walking to the rear, rear area tie downs and cargo
holds, twin batteries, 12 volt outlets all over. Use the electronic key to unlock and forget, the van
relocks in a minute. Extra long, tall enough that I can stand in at 6'5" tall , rear doors each with
multi-position open states, and nice wide sliding side door curb-side. We extensively
researched the vehicles available to convert to a handicap accessible vehicle to transport our
fifteen year old son who uses a wheelchair. After reviewing all possible alternatives, we chose
the Dodge wb high roof passenger model Sprinter, which we had modified at CMI in Grove City,
Ohio. We chose this Sprinter for its fuel economy, build quality, safety features,
maneuverability, and the conversion options available. We removed all seats, and added three
swiveling captains chairs, a folding bench seat, a rear under seat heater, additional insulation,
and a Braun Vangater lift. Now we have a long term solution to transporting and taking care of
our son's needs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sprinter. View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Maintenance nightmare Jaybird Del. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Sprinters for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Sprinter. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Ben owns a small dealership and has been in
business for 20 years. He proved to be a very nice, honest, and trustworthy dealer. He promptly
answered all my phone calls and questions. The van was in very good condition, the price was
great, and there were no hidden fees. It truly was a pleasurable experience doing business with
him so I plan to buy from him again in the future. Thank you, Ben and Car Gurus for helping me
find the perfect van for my family of 8. They love it. Nice car. Really appreciate the no pressure
sales. Answered all of my questions professionally and thoroughly. Would recommend. Things
did not go as I hoped but I was very happy that I was contacted and notified of my results. I
sincerely appreciate the notification. At least I know where I stand and can focus on what needs
to be done in the future. Thank you so much. Mike and Eric bent over backwards to help me and
they made me a fantastic deal I recommend highly! Very professional patient took very good
care of me nice and clean establishment very nice and clean cars great staff. Very service
oriented dealership. Would highly recommend. Great communication from sales rep. Could not
have been happier! The vehicle was as described and the dealership was first class. First of all
the customer service over the phone was horrible just setting up an appointment was hard and
the sales man was acting like he was a police officer because I was helping my ll nephew
co-sign for a car because he just landed a job we had down and he was worried about M Y
license being suspended but whatever I understand no dealers want to deal with co signers.
The dealership and dealer were both very professional and complete. The salesman went out of
his way to insure we knew everything about the vehicle and how to operate it. I set up an
appointment because It was over a hour drive. We arrived 15 minutes early and he just gave
keys to another couple to test drive. I think he should have said I have someone coming to drive
it, your welcome to wait or come back. It was so rude to give them Our time slot that I called
ahead for! Called on car. Had it for sale way before they were ready. Very friendly staff. They
have a clean and comfortable environment. The inventory was also impressive including this
specific truck. Well, the Dodge Sprinter Cargo lives up to at least one of its names. While not
exactly a sprinter with one of two underpowered V6 engines, this rear-wheel-drive full-size van
can claim class-leading cargo capacity. The van comes in three lengths: , , and inches that's 24
feet, people. It also offers three roof heights. Standard height is 65 inches, but the inch roof
allows 6-foot people to enter and exit standing up. The mega roof is 84 inches high, in case the
Harlem Globetrotters are in town. With this roof and the foot length, the Sprinter Cargo can hold
up to cubic feet. The van comes in three-quarter ton or one-ton designations, each with either
the inch or inch wheelbase. Towing capacity maxes out at 5, pounds. The cargo van seats five
in two rows, although more rows can be added. All trims features a full power setup, remote
entry, and a CD player. Various cargo partitioning options are available, including a wall, a fixed

or sliding window, and a sliding door. The Sprinter Cargo receives few changes this year. A
power sliding door option is new, and the trim now comes with the standard inch roof.
Engineered by Mercedes, the Dodge Sprinter claims best-in-show for several features, including
its low inch step-in height, wide-opening degree rear barn door, wide inch sliding side door, and
of course its interior room. You'd think it would be unwieldy, but owners and critics say it's one
of the easier vans to drive, thanks to Mercedes' tweaks to the standard stability control that
compensates for its long length and high height. Other safety features include 4-wheel ABS
brakes, traction control, dual front airbags, extra-long mirrors with turn signals, and inch wheels
with a tire monitor. Side curtain airbags are optional. All this comes at a price, however, and the
Sprinter Cargo is one of the more expensive full-size vans out there. You'll have to decide
whether cargo versatility and easy maneuverability outweigh its cost and disappointing V6
power. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Dodge Sprinter Cargo listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Private Seller: Ben.
CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Dodge Dealer. Image Not
Available. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Dodge Sprinter Passenger For Sale 7 listings. While
pricier and less powerful than Ford and GM's full-size vans, the Dodge Sprinter is a modern take
on this utilitarian class of vehicles and delivers class-leading interior space, more body
configurations and superior maneuverability. The union between Mercedes and Chrysler ended
up being an unhappy marriage that recently ended in divorce, but Dodge at least got a decent
chunk of alimony in the form of its Sprinter passenger van. Sure, a huge people-carrying shuttle
may not seem like a prize worth coveting, but the Sprinter represents the lone modern offering
in a segment that ceased any engineering innovation during the Nixon administration. While the
Ford and GM competition have made continual updates over the years, the Sprinter was
completely redesigned last year and represents a significant evolutionary step thanks to its
Mercedes engineering and unique body styles. The Dodge Sprinter passenger van's clear
advantages are in the realms of cargo capacity, passenger space and comfort, available body
configurations, and driving dynamics. It doesn't take long to realize how different the Sprinter is
-- a mere glance will suffice. Its sloping front end, long wheelbases and two tall body styles give
the impression that a strong breeze could make it tip over like a boozed-up co-ed. Also,
Mercedes says it engineered the stability control system to compensate for the taller center of
gravity and shifting cargo loads. A further examination of the Sprinter's dimensions reveals a
standard wheelbase even longer than the Econoline's extended-wheelbase model, and at
inches, the largest Dodge Sprinter is almost 2. The Sprinter is also the only full-size van to offer
a choice of factory roof heights. The high roof option provides a cavernous Those vans,
therefore, require an aftermarket conversion if they are to be used as people-carrying shuttles.
A choice of two engines are available, with a 3. The diesel provides excellent fuel economy and
ample torque for urban and suburban uses. Neither engine provides the power of several GM
and Ford power plants, nor are they capable of towing the same loads. The Sprinter tops out at
5, pounds, while its competitors can lug upwards of 10, Overall, though, we think the Dodge
Sprinter should be an appealing choice for many full-size van buyers. Despite being a little
underpowered and pricey compared to V8-equipped GM and Ford vans, the Sprinter's multiple
large body styles and quality construction make it an excellent choice in this segment. That
price disparity is probably erased for those who would otherwise rely on an aftermarket outfitter
to create a passenger shuttle. With Chrysler and Mercedes no longer together, it's unknown
how long the Benz-sourced and German-built Sprinter will wear its Dodge badge. For the time
being, however, commercial customers and gigantic families should give this automotive
alimony a chance. The Dodge Sprinter is a full-size van. There are three body styles available for
the passenger version: one with the regular inch wheelbase and the standard inch roof; a
regular-length Sprinter with a high roof Standard equipment includes inch steel wheels, full
power accessories, folding wide-angle heated mirrors, a sliding passenger-side door, automatic
climate control, a tilt-telescoping steering wheel, emergency exit window, cloth upholstery and
a CD player. The options list is longer than the actual van. The Sprinter comes standard with a
3. It gets fuel economy in the mids, which is dramatically better than its competition. An
optional 3. Both engines come standard with a five-speed automatic with an automanual mode.

Properly equipped, the passenger version of the Sprinter can tow 5, pounds, and a
regular-wheelbase model has a maximum payload of 2, pounds. All Dodge Sprinters come
standard with stability control, traction control and antilock disc brakes. The Sprinter's stability
control system was calibrated to compensate for shifting cargo loads and the vehicle's tall
center of gravity. Optional safety equipment includes front-seat side and head curtain airbags,
front and rear parking sensors and a rear parking camera. With its huge windshield and
truncated front end, piloting the Dodge Sprinter feels pretty similar to being behind the wheel of
a tour bus. And at up to 23 feet long and 9 feet high, it could be one, too. Thankfully, that feeling
of bigness is dispelled by a reasonably carlike driving position and respectable handling. Quite
simply, this is the easiest and least cumbersome full-size van to drive -- no surprise considering
it was designed to navigate Europe's cramped streets. Around town, the turbodiesel engine
offers more than enough power, and only when passing at highways speeds does it start to run
out of steam. With the exception of the Dodge logo on its steering wheel, the Sprinter's interior
is pretty much identical to the Mercedes-Benz version sold elsewhere in the world. Build quality
is, therefore, far better than anything else in this class and actually superior to most other
Dodge vehicles. Four front seat styles with multiple adjustments ensure decent comfort, and
overall ergonomics give the impression of driving an SUV instead of a gigantic van. Thanks to
its inch sliding door opening and class-leading inch step-up height, getting in and out of the
three possible rows is easy. Once inside, the high roof option and its 6-footinch cabin height
makes the Sprinter an ideal choice for passenger shuttles. With seemingly more room inside
than many New York City apartments, up to 12 occupants can be accommodated.
Gasoline-powered Sprinters offer different configurations with fewer seats and expanded cargo
capacity. Available styles include WB 3dr Van 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Sprinter. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Sprinter
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Higher initial cost than its competitors, neither engine offers the
power or towing capacity of a V8. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A standard emergency exit window is now
included, while a power-sliding side door has been added to the options list. Read more. Write a
review See all 7 reviews. Jaybird Del. I have 2 sprinters. Both are 1 ton 3. I have same
continuous problem with both van's. If you even think about driving on gravel road and it's wet,
brake wear sensor wires are broken, making dash light come on. Every 35, almost to the mile,
one of the carrier bearings there are two and they are identical will go out. Finally found some
brake pads that would wear longer than 25, miles. Dealer only at first, bucks a set of pads. Now,
torque converter is bad on both. One has 90, on it, the other , After doing some more checking,
this seems to be a widespread problem. This fix is over 2 thousand. I can't keep up. Read less. I
did a lot of research before getting my 08 In the last 6 mths I have put 0ver 22k miles on the
truck. No issues. If you use the turbo then mpg drop big time. In traffic handling is great. It will
tow at freeway speeds but that was my lowest 17 mpg. The truck is quieter than other vans. Lay
out of inst. Radio is ok. It's a bird, it's a race horse, no, it's Super Van. This van is a thinly
disguised Mercedes. You can get service at a Dodge dealer, same at Mercedes. Spare tire is
located poorly if you are handicapped. Be ready for dealers trying to get you to sell yours. Mine
has options like a front seats that allows standing and walking to the rear, rear area tie downs
and cargo holds, twin batteries, 12 volt outlets all over. Use the electronic key to unlock and
forget, the van relocks in a minute. Extra long, tall enough that I can stand in at 6'5" tall , rear
doors each with multi-position open states, and nice wide sliding side door curb-side. We
extensively researched the vehicles available to convert to a handicap accessible vehicle to
transport our fifteen year old son who uses a wheelchair. After reviewing all possible
alternatives, we chose the Dodge wb high roof passenger model Sprinter, which we had
modified at CMI in Grove City, Ohio. We chose this Sprinter for its fuel economy, build quality,
safety features, maneuverability, and the conversion options available. We removed all seats,
and added three swiveling captains chairs, a folding bench seat, a rear under seat heater,

additional insulation, and a Braun Vangater lift. Now we have a long term solution to
transporting and taking care of our son's needs. See all 7 reviews of the Used Dodge Sprinter.
Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. See
Inventory 4 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sprinter. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
January edited May in Dodge. Was wondering if anyone else out there is having issues with
limp mode and loss of power? What problems have you faced and what repairs did you have to
make to solve the issues? I've changed the hoses that were defective such as the one from the
air filter to the turbocharger, the high pressure hose located in front of the driver side front tire,
cleaned the EGR valve, change the fuel filter. Nothing I did fixed the problem. Then I took it to
the Dodge dealer who employs a Sprinter diesel mechanic and he diagnosed it this way Found
ABS dynamic sensor failed. Found turbo faulty. Right now I'm realizing a generic code of P,
which is an over-boost. I was considering that maybe the diesel particulate filter might be
restrictive, or a turbo resonator faulty? Before I decide to replace a turbocharger, I want to see if
there are other issues I should check first. I'm not about to let a dealer take financial advantage
of me with their exaggerated suggested repairs. I don't trust them. Any advise is appreciated.
May Did you happen to read the article written by Tom Robertson of A. Blair Enterprises? I did
as I sit waiting at a dealership after being towed here this morning. My EGR valve was replaced
last week. Van lost total power last night and will move inches as I press the pedal to tge floor.
I'm squirming in my seat waiting to hear what the service tech tells me. April My Dodge Sprinter
only had 39, miles on it and it goes into limp mode.. When I start out in the AM it will run great
until I turn it off to get fuel or any reason. When I start out it will sometimes go into Limp mode..
I simply fix it by pulling over and turning the motor off and re starting it and away I go for the
remainder of the trip could be hours No trouble.. What ever is happening happends when I turn
it off for the first time.. My check engine light is on in the sprinter and I had it checked.. It runs
fine has for many miles , but I have to live with these small quirks. I am told there is no warranty
on the EGR so if that is what my problem is I have to suck it up. Then I'm not sure that will fix it..
What codes are present? PO and PO Mattie BayShore Posts: 1. March I have had turbo
replaced, dpf cleaned , actuator, the pipe split underneath that was replaced towed again on
monday for egr pipe replacemnt seems to be driving great until i get up to highway speed and
then i feel it. Goes into limp mode and and has no pick up. March edited March Mattie , read my
comment above concerning my experience.. Possible it may not have been your turbo, but
rather it could be an air leak in the turbo system. If you hear a hissing sound when you
excelerate, it could be one of two rubber hoses located on each end of the evaporater like unit
across the front just behind the front bumper. Look up behind each front tires towards the
bumper area and you'll see a radiator like hose, driver side shaped like an "S" trap, and the
other shaped like a "P" trap. This turbo system is very touchy with sensors that detect every

little function of the turbo system and puts it into limp mode if something is out of balance. My
problem was never the turbo and never had to replace it. All the while it was air leaks in the
turbo system. I've since traded off my Sprinter for the Ford Transit. My Sprinter was a headache
and was glad to get rid of it. If I was you and could afford it, I'd get rid of it. They are a headache
to deal with. Sorry about your issues. Sign In or Register to comment. Make Sprinter. It is priced
to sell and won't last long. Contact seller for details. Terms of Sale Overview We reserve the
right to end this listing at anytime should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. The
following terms of sale apply to all of our listings. Buyer agrees to pay remaining balance due
plus applicable fees and taxes within 7 days of the close of the auction. All financial
transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle. Payment Methods: Cash In
Person , bank transfer, or 3rd-party financing. We take a credit card over the phone. All vehicles
remain available for sale until full payment or agreed upon deposit is received by Celebrity Cars
Las Vegas When a deposit is received , the vehicle is taken off the market and other buyers may
be lost. All deposits are only refundable at the sellers discretion. Please do not place a deposit
on any vehicle unless you intend to purchase the car. Deposits are generally only accepted if
the seller deems it appropriate for the buyer to have additional time to arrange for funds
availability, financing, inspection etc. We do not accept deposits to hold a car so the buyer can
"think about it". This documentation fee also includes profit to the dealership. This fee will not
be discounted or waived under any circumstance. Buyers are responsible for all state, county
and local taxes and fees as well as any registration and title fees applicable in and required by
the state in which the buyer will register and title the vehicle. Buyer is responsible for any
expenses , tax and fees should they export the car outside of the US. In the event of an out of
state sale the buyer is responsible for consulting with their state's DMV regarding the
requirements for acquiring a temporary driving permit. Nevada law only allows for us to provide
a 15 day drive away permit for out of state residents who physically pickup their vehicle.
Vehicles shipped out of state will not be provided with a drive away permit. The buyer is
responsible for all shipping charges and are generally paid COD when the car arrives directly to
the transporter. Celebrity Cars Las Vegas assumes no responsibility for damages incurred after
the vehicle leaves our premises. Celebrity Cars Las Vegas cannot be held responsible for any
delays in shipping as it is beyond our control. We will do our best in estimating shipping dates
and times to make the delivery as timely and smooth as possible. Celebrity Cars Las Vegas in
no way represents or implies as to any vehicles legal ability to be exported outside of the US.
Should you decide to come to our showroom for delivery, we would be happy to help with your
transportation arrangements and also arrange to pick you up from the airport here in Las Vegas.
Contact us for arrangements. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description,
authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith.
No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or
damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to
be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly
inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and
to purchase based upon that judgment solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable
effort to disclose any known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to
the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral
statements about the vehicle. Seller makes no guarantee or warranty, expressed, written or
implied of the vehicles ability to pass any state emissions inspection. In the event a vehicle fails
state emissions inspection, Celebrity Cars Las Vegas. Remaining manufacturers warranty if
applicable may apply. We will never describe a car as "perfect" and buyer should have
expectations of "typical" dings and or chips and scratches that are consistent with the year and
mileage on the vehicle. Buyers are provided with all additional items that were provided to us
with the vehicle. Buyers are to expect that NOT all used vehicles will be provided with full sets
of keys, books, CD magazines, Navigation Discs, floor mats or the like, NOR will all cars be
accompanied by detailed service records etc. Celebrity Cars Las Vegas will not be held
responsible to provide any additional items other than represented as with the car unless
detailed in writing by an authorized representative. We welcome an independent inspection of
the vehicle prior to purchase. All costs and arrangements for such inspections are the
responsibility of the buyer. All inspections are to be performed on premises or to be arranged at
an outside facility on the approval of Celebrity Cars Las Vegas. Please call if you need
recommendations of inspection services available in Las Vegas. We will review any issues or
concerns that develop as a result of an inspection and will make repairs, adjustments, or
concessions at our sole discretion. Neither the dealership nor eBizAutos is responsible for
misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy
of the prices with the dealer. All Rights Reserved. Make Dodge. This beauty is priced to sell!

Great for taking it camping or traveling the country. It has a Mercedes Diesel Engine, 3. Battery
and all tires are new. All of the seating has Genuine Leather for a comfortable ride. It has the
complete maintenance record that shows all required maintenance oil changes, transmission
service, etc. Everything else was Mercedes. This vehicle has been completely converted to the
Mercedes European Sprinter badging, manuals, etc. Everything but the VIN. Model Sprinter.
Adventure camper van will sleep 3 people comfortably and 4 people in a pinch, and small
enough to park on your driveway. Seats total of 6 passengers including driver. Call or text
Model Sprinter Model Sprinter Van. I am the original owner and purchased the van locally. The
van was always maintained in top shape to pass two state vehicle inspections. I priced the van
to sell and sell quick. Sleeps 2. Mercedes turbodiesel yields mpg! Very comfortable riding and
living. Make Pleasure-Way. Model Dodge Ascent TS. Sink into your rear sofa and relax as the
layer of memory foam shapes to your body. Good Things Come in Small Packages Proof that
good things come in small packages, the Pleasure-Way Ascent is the perfect combination of
mobility, versatility and quality. Although the Ascent is the shortest chassis in our
Pleasure-Way line-up, there is more than enough room for everything you need, coupled with all
of the great features found in our other van motorhomes, including a private bathroom. Whether
you are zipping around town or exploring the national parks, this van motorhome handles like a
breeze. Parking is effortless because the Ascent measures a compact 19 feet in length. Inspired
Design The Ascent represents the fusion of inspired design, practicality and economy. By
strategically placing the kitchen on the passenger? This floor plan also allows you to be
working in your kitchen and still participate in a conversation with your friends who are
enjoying the great outdoors under the awning. Mercedes Power The Mercedes 3. The four cubic
foot fridge is conveniently located off the floor for easy access and the stove and sink are
recessed into the beautiful seamless Corian countertop. The Ascent offers the largest private
bathroom available on the short Sprinter chassis. With a Thetford flush toilet, shower,
convenient permanent sink and the largest capacity holding tanks 25 US gallons, combined
gray and black , nothing else compares. Time to Explore If you are looking for a van motorhome
that you can use to cruise around town and still take on an expedition to camp under the stars,
the Pleasure-Way Ascent is the one for you. Sit back and enjoy the ride! It is equipped with an
Onan MicroLite 2. This is a very nice uni. Make Sportsmobile. Dodge 08 Roadtrek Sprinter. Great
fuel economy up to 17 MPG! New 3. No need for a Continental spare tire carrier which increases
the
chainsaw ignition coil wiring diagram
evo x service manual
toyota tacoma repair manual
overall length and blocks access to a rear door. Truly a Sport Van of International Character
that will delight all with discriminating taste. Expansive open feeling, unlike factory models.
Fully self contained and ready to go. Mercedes Benz Quality and Pictures tell the rest of the
story. If you want a truly Custom, one of a kind Coach, with the feeling of driving a Sports Car
Motorhome, Call 6I9 7O for additional information or for an appointment to view this Fine
Signature Edition. Make your offer today. Can take a Class A coach or other motorhome in trade
plus cash. Baton Rouge, LA. Berkeley Lake, GA. Billings, MT. Jurupa Valley, CA. Midland, TX.
Raleigh, NC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs for Sale Dodge Sprinter. Year Make
Dodge Model Sprinter. Year Make Dodge Model Sprinter Category - Length - Posted Over 1
Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length 19 Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

